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Arts commentator and journalist Douglas Kennedy’s 

induction into the notion that All the World’s A 

Stage was initiated by his classically-trained 

actor father, Michael, who read Henry V to him 

while he was still in the womb. 

 

Later the totally unprepared infant would be 

assaulted with quotes from Richard III as he was 

tossed into the air with casual indifference. 

 

Kennedy, who was born and raised in England a life-

time ago, would later make his own less auspicious 

entrance into theatre playing the dame Widow 

Twankey in panto. 

 

This unannounced debut, somewhere in England, 

turned out to be a short-lived triumph as at the 

end of his first big number he was left standing on 

stage with his arms outstretched all but bare 

chested. 

 

A wardrobe malfunction had seen the dress spilt 

down the middle, which created a reaction in the 

audience which swayed from waves of mirth to a 

cascade of hysterical laughter. 

 

The producers insisted the spontaneity in the act 

be maintained, but sadly the opening night levels 

of hilarity were never equaled. 

 

After some years of being torn between the 

rehearsal room and the pub Kennedy decided writing 

and talking about theatre was much more fun then 

the hard yakka of learning lines and blocking a 

scene. 

 



This sent him hurtling along a journalistic route 

which landed him in the colonies, where he managed 

to swap the daily grind of news reporting for the 

hallowed altar of arts journalism. 

 

So for more than three decades he wrote for the 

Gold Coast Bulletin about the performing arts and 

theatre in south-east Queensland. 

 

It was all great fun. 

 

Now as the twilight supersedes the sunlight of his 

life, he’s having a crack at writing in a style 

which he labels beautifully bonkers. 

 

The result is a creative relationship with The 

Dream Merchant, namely Nathan Schulz, which has 

opened up a whole new world of Radio Spin. 
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